To answer this question, we discuss the properties of electronic viscosity in deformed graphene by introducing strain ǫ and velocity gradient ∇v as pseudo-magnetic B d ∝hǫ and pseudo-electric E d ∝h∇v fields into the Dirac model. We found that kinematic viscosity ν depends on applied strain as ν ∝ ǫ −3/2 , decreasing from ν ≃ 0.005m 2 /s at ǫ = 0.05 to ν ≃ 10 −4 m 2 /s at ǫ = 0.5, and simultaneously leading to a rather significant increase of the Reynolds number Re ∝ 1/ν from Re(ǫ = 0.05) ≃ 20 to Re(ǫ = 0.5) ≃ 1000 which opens a real possibility for manifestation of noticeable turbulent effects in strained graphene.
Still full of surprises, graphene continues to attract attention as a unique test ground for many interesting ideas from condensed matter physics, quantum field theory and gravity (see, e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and further references therein). In particular, its electronic properties are shown to closely follow predictions of the relativistic hydrodynamics with extremely small value of Dirac fluid viscosity [9] [10] [11] . This phenomenon, coined "an almost perfect electronic fluid", has been attributed to manifestation of specific topological properties of graphene. At the same time, many interesting and unusual phenomena in graphene under mechanical deformations (leading to substantial modifications of its electronic structure) have been recently observed or predicted [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
In this Letter we discuss the properties of dynamic viscosity of electronic fluid in a strained graphene by introducing a homogeneous strain and constant velocity gradient into the Dirac model via pseudomagnetic and pseudoelectric field, respectively. The obtained analytical results suggest quite an optimistic possibility for further improvement of the perfectness of the Dirac fluid in a strained graphene along with a concomitant straininduced change of electronic fluid motion from a laminar to a turbulent behavior.
Recall [12, 13, 17] that in the absence of chirality (intervalley) mixing, the low-energy electronic properties of graphene near the Fermi surface can be reasonably described by a two-component wave function |Ψ >= (Ψ A , Ψ B ) obeying a massless Dirac equation
with an effective Hamiltonian
Here, π a = p a + eA It can be easily verified that Dirac equation (1) with the above-defined potentials have the normalized solutions
and
with
, and the total energy
where l Recall that a linear (that is ∇v independent) coefficient of dynamic shear viscosity η is defined via stress field σ created by a gradient of velocity v as
On the other hand, the stress field can be generally defined as a strain ǫ induced response of the electronic fluid (within a graphene sheet of area A = L × L), namely
As a result, from Eqs. (5)- (7), one obtains
for the coefficient of shear viscosity in strained graphene. First of all, notice that since η ∝ ǫ −3/2 , the increase of an applied stress field ǫ results in decreasing of the linear viscosity coefficient. More specifically, in order to compare the predicted here effects with the available data based on a hydrodynamic approach [9] [10] [11] , let us introduce the so-called kinematic viscosity ν which is related to the shear coefficient via the mass density ρ of the fluid as follows, ν = η/ρ. According to [11] , at room temperature the mass density of electronic fluid in graphene is of the order of ρ ≃ 6 × 10 −19 kg/m 2 leading to ν ≃ 0.005m 2 /s. It can be easily verified that in our case of strain induced viscosity, this value of ν corresponds to typical values of ǫ = 0.05 and L = 1µm. At the same time, according to our predictions, application of an experimentally achievable strain [22] of ǫ = 0.5 will result in a drop of kinematic viscosity to ν ≃ 10 −4 m 2 /s. Recall that within the hydrodynamic approach [11] , the electron conductivity σ is related to ν as σ ∝ 1/ν leading to strain-induced increase of conductivity σ(ǫ) ∝ ǫ 3/2 with the ratio σ(ǫ = 0.5)/σ(ǫ = 0.05) ≃ 50. It is worthwhile to mention that in graphene electron fluid velocities can reach as high as [23] 
On the other hand, in addition to a rather strong decrease of the viscosity, Eq.(8) predicts a real possibility for manifestation of turbulent like regime in graphene which is characterized by large enough values of the Reynolds number Re = vL/ν. Indeed, according to Eq.(8), one obtains
for strain dependent Reynolds number. Given the abovementioned estimates of the model parameters (namely [9] [10] [11] 23 ], ρ = 6 × 10 −19 kg/m 2 , v = 0.1v F and L = 1µm), Eq.(9) predicts quite a significant increase of the Reynolds number from Re ≃ 20 (at ǫ = 0.05) to Re ≃ 1000 (at ǫ = 0.5), describing a strain-induced laminar-toturbulent transition of electronic fluid in graphene which could be relevant for potential nanoelectronics applications [9, 24] . This work has been financially supported by the Brazilian agency CAPES.
